MOMENTUM for Buckeye engineers

Momentum to Make an Impact

When Buckeyes come together gifts of every size can make a big impact.

Whether you are considering your first gift, renewing past support or increasing levels, please make a gift and create momentum in 2018.

For questions regarding impact funds, this mailing or your past giving please contact:
Matt LaBarbera
Associate director of annual giving and reporting
labarbera.6@osu.edu
614-292-1044

Interested in learning about other ways your philanthropy can make a difference at The Ohio State University?
Contact one of our team members below:

Patrick Lynch
Director, strategic engagement and alumni relations
lynch.576@osu.edu
614-292-4081

Katie Kuvin, BM ‘12, MM ‘14
Assistant director of development
kuvin.3@osu.edu
614-247-7791

Lauren Whitmoyer
Keller, BM ‘12, MM ‘14
Assistant director of development
whitmoyer.82@osu.edu
614-247-7791
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From the first day of sophomore year, our students are engaged in projects that will give them a competitive edge in the workplace. That’s why our goal is to raise $1 million in gifts to the College of Engineering. This year, our focus is on providing additional support for the following initiatives:

- The Buckeye Energy Institute helps to develop next-generation technologies to meet growing global energy needs.
- The Biomedical Engineering Center focuses on research and development in healthcare technologies.
- The Transportation and Environment System (TEN) targets sustainable transportation solutions.

With your support, we can make a significant impact on the future of engineering education and research. Thank you for your generosity.

For more information about how you can give, please visit our website at GO.OSU.EDU/ENGMO.
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While tuition and state funds cover basic expenses, priority funds help the College of Engineering achieve excellence. No other funds can be used as broadly for emerging priorities, including leadership opportunities via student organizations, real-world learning experiences and recruiting outstanding faculty.

Please consider making a gift today to a priority fund.

Priority Funds

When you give to impact fund scholarships, you join hundreds of alumni and friends who are supporting aspiring Buckeye engineers. One hundred percent of your scholarship gift will support a student’s academic endeavors.

Please consider making a scholarship gift today to support engineering students during the 2018-19 academic year.

Scholarship Funds

Scholarship Options:
See the enclosed pledge card for a list of scholarships. There is an option for wherever your passion lies, including department scholarships, diversity scholarships and an emergency scholarship for students with unexpected financial hardships.

Thanks to support like yours, more than $5,000,000 in impact fund scholarships were distributed in 2016-17, a 50 percent increase from previous years.

Please consider making a gift to a priority fund today.

Priority Fund Options:
See the enclosed pledge card for a list of priority options, including department funds and diversity initiatives. College of Engineering Priority Fund gifts are used by the dean to impact emerging priorities across the college.

It would take almost $24 million in additional endowment principal to generate the same level of annual support as the priority funds.
While tuition and state funds cover basic expenses, priority funds help the College of Engineering achieve excellence. No other funds can be used as broadly for emerging priorities, including leadership opportunities via student organizations, real-world learning experiences and recruiting outstanding faculty.

Please consider making a gift to a priority fund today.
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When Buckeyes come together, gifts of every size can make a big impact. Whether you are considering your first gift, renewing past support or increasing levels, please make a gift and create momentum in 2018.

DOLLARS | NO. OF DONORS
--- | ---
$0 | 300
$50k | 600
$100k | 900
$150k | 1,200
$200k | 1,500

*For calendar year 2017

GIVING LEVEL
- Under $100
- $100 - $199
- $200 - $399
- $400 - $799
- $800 - $1,499
- $1,500 - $2,999
- $3,000 - $4,999
- $5,000 - $9,999
- $10,000+

*3,169 TOTAL DONORS*

$1,134,187 TOTAL*
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